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Abstract 
 
Moving towards reconfigurability is an approach to 
increase fault tolerance on System-on-Chip design. In 
this paper, we propose a self-reconfigurable NoC 
architecture utilizing a robust rerouting method. At 
first, an offline test strategy for locating system-level 
faults in NoC switch ports is utilized. Using the 
information achieved in the test phase, every switch 
reconfigures itself to avoid routing packets through 
faulty links by utilizing our local rerouting method. The 
proposed rerouting method is evaluated using a 
Transaction-Level platform. Experimental results show 
that our proposed rerouting method delivers all the 
packets in a faulty NoC successfully and has a less 
communication overhead compared to a pure flooding 
method. 

1 Introduction 
  Over the past few years, Network-on-Chip (NoC) 
has become increasingly popular as a scalable 
interconnect infrastructure for IP cores. A NoC 
replaces the slow ad-hoc global on-chip wiring with a 
high performance communication infrastructure which 
facilitates structured modular system design and thus 
helps reducing the system design complexity. NoCs are 
characterized by different tradeoffs regarding 
throughput, latency, silicon area, power consumption 
and reliability [1][2]. 
 Moving towards nano-scale circuits poses new 
challenges to design of digital circuits. Shrinking 
dimensions result to a significant decrease in the 
manufacturing yield. Though, the yield can be 
maintained at an acceptable level by allowing some 
amount of faults occur in the chip and utilize fault 
tolerance techniques to provide reliable functionality. 
Reconfigurability is one of the approaches to increase 
fault tolerance in SoC design [9]. 
 Electronic System-Level Design (ESL) has gained 
popularity in design of digital circuits recently. 
Transaction-Level Modeling (TLM) is going to 
become the starting point in ESL. TLM improves 
simulation performance and modeling efficiency for 
early design space exploration. SystemC has been 

proved to be the key to the fairly fast deployment of 
this methodology. In a general definition of TLM, the 
system is divided into two parts: communication and 
computation parts. TLM models communication parts 
of a system at a high level of abstraction (e.g., by 
functions) [11]. 
  In  this paper, we introduce a reliable mesh-based 
NoC architecture utilizing a robust rerouting method. 
An offline test strategy is proposed which locates 
system-level faults in switch ports. Using the 
information achieved in the test phase, every switch 
reconfigures itself to avoid routing packets through 
faulty links by utilizing a local rerouting algorithm. A 
Transaction-Level platform is used for simulation and 
evaluation of our test strategy and rerouting technique. 
Comparing to a VHDL platform, TLM provides us an 
appropriate environment for fast simulation of the 
proposed techniques. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 reviews related works briefly. The method 
for locating faults in switch ports is explained in 
Section 3. Section 4 deals with the rerouting method 
and self-reconfigurable switch architecture following 
by experimental results presented in Section 5. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Works 
 Kim et al. [8] classify errors disturbing the correct 
operation of the NoCs as link and router errors. The 
former occurs during the traverse of flits from one 
router to another while the latter occurs within the 
router architecture. Amory at al. propose a partial scan 
method along with a test wrapper to test NoC routers 
[6]. In this scheme all routers have the same number of 
scan chains and are tested simultaneously with the 
same test data. A testing method for NoC FIFO buffers 
using a distributed BIST scheme is proposed in [7]. In 
this method the read/write mechanism, control circuit 
and test data are shared among the FIFO blocks while 
the response analyzers for each FIFO are distributed. 
 A BIST method for testing NoC links has been 
proposed in [5] which uses a high level fault model to 
deal with the crosstalk effects due to inter-wire 
coupling. Raik et al. [4] use different test 
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configurations to diagnose link faults. They assume 
that link faults result in dropped or corrupt data passing 
through a link. 
  A wide variety of fault-tolerance techniques for the 
NoCs have been proposed in the literature. Most of the 
techniques consist of various forms of gossip 
algorithms [12]. In [13], a random walk algorithm is 
proposed which sends a finite, predetermined number 
of copies of a message into the network. This algorithm 
result in a significantly less communication overhead 
compared to pure flooding. In [3], a number of 
architectural techniques to prevent or recover from the 
impact of transient errors on NoC links are presented 
which use a new hop-by-hop retransmission scheme. A 
dynamic routing mechanism for the NoCs is proposed 
in [14] which is a simplified form of Link State routing. 
This method promises successful communication in 
case of both link and router faults. 
  A number of groups utilize reconfigurability 
techniques in order to make the NoC fault-tolerant. 
Honarmand et al. propose a heuristic method for 
reconfiguring NoC switches in the presence of 
faults in links or switches [10]. They extract a 
number of constraints that should be met to have a 
live-lock free routing. In [9], a switch node 
architecture with automatic rerouting property is 
proposed. The rerouting algorithm can be used in 
order to avoid faulty or congesting ports. 
 From the hardware description point of view, TLM 
(Transaction Level Modeling) has gained wide spread 
acceptance in the system-level design community. 
TLMs are applied on different abstraction levels and 
for very different purposes [15]. In [16], an 
asynchronous NoC protocol is proposed and 
implemented using TLM. Some research groups 
utilize TLM simulation platforms for 
performance/power evaluation of different NoC 
architectures [17][18]. In [19], a reliable NoC 
architecture is proposed and evaluated using a TLM 
platform. The architecture used in this work is an 
application-specific mapped mesh-based NoC. 
 In  this paper, we use a TLM platform for 
evaluating our proposed test strategy and 
reconfiguration techniques. To the best of our 
knowledge, using TLM for testing NoC architectures is 
not yet addressed by the research community. 

3 Port Fault Diagnosis Method 
 In this paper, we use a high-level fault model which 
is based on the functionality of ports. A fault-free port 
transfers data correctly, while a faulty port drops the 
packet. 
 Our TLM NoC model is a 2-D mesh of switches 
defined as SystemC modules communicating with each 
other through channels of type tlm_fifo. Each switch 

has five pairs of input/output ports; four of them 
connect the switch to its neighboring switches in the 
mesh and one connects the switch to its corresponding 
processor. The inputs and outputs of our NoC are 
placed at PI (the switch at bottom-left of the NoC) and 
PO (the switch at bottom-right) nodes respectively. 
  Each switch keeps the status of all of its ports. All 
ports are suspected to be faulty at the beginning. At the 
start of the test session, the NoC PI generates a test 
packet and sends copies of the packet to all of its 
neighbors. This is called flooding. Upon receiving a 
test packet, each switch sends an acknowledgement 
(ack) to the port from which the test packet arrives and 
floods it. A copy of the packet is also sent to the 
processing element connected to the switch. Only when 
an ack is received from an input port, the switch will 
know that the specific input port is fault-free. 
The test session ends when there are no further test or 
ack packets in travel throughout the network. At this 
time, every switch has a thorough knowledge of the 
status of its ports. The switch will use this information 
later for reconfiguration and rerouting purposes. 

4 Self-Reconfiguring the NoC 
 After detecting and diagnosing the NoC link faults, 
each switch receives the information about its 
neighbors. This information is enough for the switches 
to reconfigure their own routers with a local rerouting 
algorithm. Our proposed routing algorithm is a 
parameterized self-reconfigurable algorithm based on 
simple local routing rules. 
 The routing rules can be illustrated through Figure 
1.a to Figure 1.d. In these scenarios, a packet whose 
destination is located two switches above the illustrated 
switch arrives.  
 The first routing rule is that if a switch has only one 
fault-free port, all packets should be routed through 
that port. This rule can be seen Figure 1.a. The second 
rule is that a switch never routes a received packet to 
its incoming port, unless it has only one fault-free port 
available. In other words, the port a packet comes from 
in considered as a faulty port for the router like the 
situation shown in Figure 1.b. Figure 1.c illustrates 
another routing rule that says if a packet cannot be 
routed normally (to north in this case), route it 
randomly through an available port. The dotted arrows 
shown in Figure 1.c show that the packet is routed to 
east or west randomly. The final scenario shown in 
Figure 1.d is a fault-free switch that routes the received 
packet normally (like XY-routing algorithm). 
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Figure 1. Proposed rerouting algorithm rules 
 

  Steps taken for a more complex routing than the 
above examples are illustrated in Figure 2. At step 0, a 
packet is generated at the switch marked as “Source” 
and is to be routed to the switch marked by 
“Destination”. The switches marked by “X” are faulty 
switches. The first switch routes the packet to east 
normally (i.e., using the XY-routing algorithm). Switch 
2 receives the packet at the end of step 1, and since it 
has only two healthy ports routes it to east at step 2. 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 2. A more complex routing scenario 
 

 Switch 3 has only one available port and at step 3, 
routes the packet through that port (i.e., back to west). 
Switch 2 again receives the packet at step 4, but this 
time routes it to west according to the routing rule 
saying “a packet is never routed to its incoming port”. 
At steps 5-8, the switches route the packet to its 
destination following the same rule. 

The proposed routing algorithm is comparable to the 
XY-routing algorithm in terms of packet traffic since it 
does not multicast the packets. Moreover, experiments 
show that the proposed routing algorithm delivers 
approximately 95% the packets to their destinations 
successfully, which is far better than the XY-routing 
algorithm. In rare cases the packets fall into a deadlock 
or loop and our proposed algorithm fails to deliver the 
packets to their destinations. To make our algorithm 
robust, we added a flooding option to the switch 
routers. Each switch keeps the history of the received 
packets, and when it encounters a specific packet 5 
times, it floods the packet instead of routing it 
normally. Adding this option to the switches 
successfully delivers all the packets of the NoC to their 
destination, at the cost of increasing the total NoC 
traffic. However, the traffic overhead can be ignored 
since the flooding happens in less than 5% of the 
situations. 

5 Experimental Results 
  To evaluate our rerouting algorithm, we applied 
random multiple faults to our platform and generated 
packets to examine every possible path in the network. 
We also applied different routing algorithms, such as 
pure random and XY-routing algorithms to the NoC to 
compare them with our proposed algorithm. We 
examined NoCs with 9 switches up to 100 switches and 
for each NoC, we examined different fault probabilities 
for ports and ran numerous random experiments.  
Figure 3 shows the percent of the usable switches of 
NoCs (z-axis) of different size (x-axis) with different 
fault probabilities (y-axis). 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Total usable NoC switches 
  
Figure 4 shows the number of usable switches when 
applying our proposed routing algorithms without the 
flooding option and  
Figure 5 shows the same results for a simple XY-
routing algorithm. As it can be observed, our proposed 
method uses nearly all of the usable switches where the 
XY-routing algorithm fails to use many available 
resources. 
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Figure 4. Usable NoC switches via the  
proposed routing algorithm 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Usable NoC switches via the  
XY routing algorithm 

6 Conclusions 
 This paper introduced a reliable mesh-based NoC 
architecture utilizing a robust rerouting method. We 
proposed an offline strategy for diagnosing multiple 
faults in NoC switch ports. Using the information 
achieved in the test phase, every switch reconfigures 
itself to avoid routing packets through faulty links by 
utilizing a local rerouting algorithm. Experiments show 
that our proposed rerouting algorithm delivers almost 
all of the packets to their destinations successfully. To 
make our algorithm more reliable, we added a flooding 
option to the switch routers in order to save those 
packets that are trapped in deadlocks. This routing 
algorithm can also be used to dynamically avoid 
network congestions by temporally setting the 
congested links as faulty.  
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